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Meet, Terry Peak Chalets, a Midwest retreat like no place else. The
atmosphere and experience of the Black Hills offer not only a dream
wedding locale, but boasts executive chalets to match. With countless
amenities and stunning scenery, Terry Peak will rejuvenate the soul and
create special memories for you and your guests. Owner Rob Huber and
Becky Sayler describe their Unique Venue.

Tell us a little about your venue.
Our grounds include a beautiful handcrafted
timber pavilion, which is anchored by an oversized
stone fireplace that sets the mood for the perfect
evening amongst the night skies. Meanwhile,
on the opposing side of the 1,200 square foot
pavilion structure sets a serving and bar area for
all of your entertaining needs.
There is a tremendous amount of value when it
comes to having your wedding with us. One of the
biggest benefits is the potential savings when it
comes to the catering, alcohol and a coordinator.
We are a privately owned property and do not
require that you purchase food or beverages
directly through us. You have the freedom to
choose if you want to bring your own food or use
a catering company. You have the liberty to choose
a coordinator of your choice or DIY. These options
give you ultimate control and flexibility, especially
if you have a tight budget!
Our custom built 3,100 square foot chalets are

nestled amongst the pines and aspen trees and
are located at the base of Terry Peak Ski Resort.
These luxury vacation homes offer year-round
lodging, including ski-in, ski-out access in the
winter and access to a plethora of hiking and
biking trails as well as snowmobile and crosscountry trails. There is something for everyone,
especially the outdoor enthusiasts.
For those who like to stay in, they can relax
in the hot tub, read or make the most of the
gourmet kitchen and/or enjoy a drink while
grilling out on the deck. Each of our seven plush
fully-furnished chalets can comfortably occupy
from 14 to 16 people – a total of up to 106 guests
all together.
What inspired you to start this wedding
venue?
We wanted to share the unique beauty of the
northern Black Hills and our beautiful vacation

homes and venue for couples starting their lives
together. There are very few places in the Midwest
that offer the pristine mountain views like ours.
What sets Terry Peak Chalets apart from other
reception sites?
We have two very unique attributes that set
us apart: location and value. We are the highest
wedding venue in South Dakota. As a matter of
fact, we are the highest wedding venue east of the
Rockies until the Himalayas!
Why should brides choose a Black Hills wedding
and reception weekend?
Choosing Terry Peak Chalets to host your special event will give you needed simplicity, charm,
beauty, and uniqueness to your special day. Our
chalets and pavilion are fully furnished and allow
you to worry less, bring less and give you the
flexibility to create your own individual theme
that captures the essence of you. You don’t have
to worry about tables and chairs, a dance floor, or
accommodations for your friends and family. It is
all right here. In addition, the flexibility of your
entertainment, dining and catering needs are all
right here.
Another added benefit is the close proximity
to the countless local attractions offered in the
Black Hills. The historic town of Deadwood is a
few minutes from the chalets. There are multiple
restaurants and bars famous for their historic stories and gastronomical pleasures. There is so much
to offer in the area (i.e. Spearfish Canyon, Mount
Rushmore, the Needles Scenic Highway, Crazy
Horse Memorial, Custer State Park and so much
more!) and everything is within a short drive. This
creates the perfect wedding weekend getaway for
your guests.

3 fun facts about

Terry Peak Chalets...
We also host bachelor/bachelorette parties,
family reunions, weekend getaways, etc.
We accommodate outdoor ceremonies
We are the highest venue east of the Rockies
until the Himalayas

